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We derive an explicit expression in this paper for the spot noise factor

of a perfectly aligned optical heterodyne receiver consisting of a semicon-

ductor photodiode followed by an IF amplifier. We show that this noise

factor FR ,
which is a function of the admittance of the diode, varies as a

function of the 'modulation frequency. We obtain constraints imposed by

the photodiode on the broadband noise performance of the optical receiver

for any arbitrary lossless interstage network. The integral form of the

constraint shows that the noise factor FR cannot be made equal to its optimum
value FR o over any nonzero band of frequencies. We give explicit expressions

for the amount of tolerance of broadband noise performance obtained with

lossless interstage networks. We shoiv that for certain types of approxima-

tions, and for a certain transistor IF amplifier usually used in practice,

the interstage network which achieves broadband signal performance for

the receiver also obtains broadband noise performance. The theory of

broadband noise performance ice present for optical heterodyne receivers

can also be applied to the study of broadband noise performance of other

linear systems normally encountered in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor photodiodes like Schottky barrier diodes or con-

ventional p-n or p-i-n diodes are increasingly being used for detec-

tion in optical heterodyne (double detection) receivers.1-12 They nor-

mally are fast and efficient, converting up to 70 per cent of the photons

of the light beam into photoelectric current. 11 Because of the intensity

of the light beam, almost all photodiodes used in optical detection

give an output proportional to the intensity of light. 1 However, this

output is normally so small that further amplification is required, and
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so any practical receiver consists of a photodiode followed by a high-

gain low-noise IF amplifier.

We have already considered in detail the signal performance of such

receivers.13 In this paper we shall deal only with the noise performance

of the receiver. The output of the diode is usually corrupted by noise

generated within the diode and elsewhere in the system. We discuss

briefly the characteristics of the photodiode in Section II and give its

equivalent circuit. In Section III we discuss the noise performance of

the IF amplifier and show that its noise factor is a function of its

source admittance.14 We show that the noise factor FR of the optical

receiver is a function of frequency in spite of the fact that the IF

amplifier has a broadband noise performance characteristic.

In Section IV we discuss the role of the lossless interstage network

in achieving broadband noise performance of the optical receiver and

show that it is impossible to make the noise factor FR equal to its

optimum value Fro over any nonzero band of frequencies.

Section V shows that Butterworth and Chebyshev approximations

to Fa are realizable, and we obtain the tolerance of broadband noise

performance for these approximations. We show that, for the photo-

diodes normally encountered in practice, this tolerance «
2

is a monoton-

ically increasing function of the complexity of the interstage net-

work but decreasing for Chebyshev approximations.

We show in Section VI that to obtain broadband signal and noise

performance characteristics from the optical receiver two separate

lossless interstage networks are necessary. However, we also show

that for certain types of approximations and for a certain transistor

IF amplifier, the interstage network which achieves broadband signal

performance also obtains broadband noise performance for the opti-

cal receiver.

The theory of broadband noise performance presented in this paper

for an optical heterodyne receiver can also be applied to obtain broad-

band noise performance of other linear systems normally encountered

in practice.

II. AVAILABLE SIGNAL AND NOISE OUTPUT POWERS

Fig. 1 shows the optical heterodyne receiver that we discuss. It

consists of a photodiode followed by a lossless interstage network, and

an IF amplifier of center frequency fi and a semibandwidth TT.f The

t The amplifier may, depending on the frequency of modulation, use vacuum
tubes, transistors, masers, parametric amplifiers, tunnel diodes, or other active
devices.
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Fig. 1 — A double detection optical receiver. The input to the photodetector
is the sum of the local oscillator beam and the incoming signal beam.

geometrical center frequency u)„ of the IF amplifier is defined as

u B
= {(no

_ w)(a. + W)} 1/2
. (i)

The available gain G of the IF amplifier and its optimum noise factor

F are assumed to be independent of the frequency o> for fl„ — W ^
w ^ a, + W.%

In this paper we shall not consider any effects on the noise per-

formance of the optical receiver of beam misalignment, nonuniformity

of the surface of the diode, or distortion from transmission through

a nonhomogeneous atmosphere. 20 Because background noise has been

shown to be of almost negligible consideration, we shall assume that

this noise has no effect on the broadband noise performance of the

optical receiver.21, —

The diode is normally so arranged that the junction or portions

of it close to the junction are illuminated by the sum of the local

oscillator beam and the incoming signal beam. The electron-hole

pairs thus created by the incoming photons give rise to a small signal

current. 1 In operation, a reverse bias V is put on the diode, and the

characteristics of the device12 for small excursions around V are that

of a signal current generator Is , and a direct current generator /„, in

parallel with a capacitance C(V ), and this combination in series with

a parasitic series resistance R (V ) .

The time-average current /„ is caused both by the time-average

illumination and by the electrons and holes that are generated at or

near the junction. The signal current I8 is caused by that portion of

the illumination at or near the signal frequency of interest. In general,

C(V ) and R(V ) are functions of the bias voltage. Assuming that,

in practical cases, the excursions around the bias point are small, we
shall henceforth assume that C(V ) is a constant capacitance C, and

the series resistance R(V ) is a constant resistance R.

X Since G and F are real and even functions of «, we shall only consider u > 0.

The case in which G / and B j are functions of frequency w is very complicated and
will not be discussed in this paper.
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To account for any thermal noise generated in the photodiode, we

use an equivalent noise-voltage generator e„ with mean-squared valuef

|
en |

2 = 4Jtftf A/, (2)

where Td is the temperature of the diode, k is Boltzmann's constant,

and A/ is the spot frequency band about which we are concerned. In

addition, there is another source of noise, shot noise, present in the

photodiode. This can be accounted for12 by placing in parallel with I8

and I a shot noise current generator ?'„ with mean-squared value

|
in

|

2 = 2ql
|
/(cor)

|

2
A/, (3)

where q is the electronic charge, and /(cot) is a transit time reduction

factor, t being some effective transit time. We assume in this paper

that /(cot) which always satisfies the inequality

I

/(«r)
I

^ 1, (4)

can be considered independent of co in ft„ — W £a o> ^ fl„ + W, and that

I /K) !

= 1- (5)

The equivalent circuit of the photodiode which describes its terminal

signal and noise characteristics is shown in Fig. 2. This equivalent

r=i/g in

mQ mo mQ fc g
Y(P)

Fig. 2— Equivalent circuit of photodiode. The phj'sical sources of noise that are

present in the diode are also shown. The conductance Gp which appears in parallel

with C is usually so small (around 10-7 mho) that it can be neglected for all practical

purposes if w 2> 0.

circuit very well describes the behavior of the diode provided the lowest

frequency of the signal occurring in the system is very far from zero,

or co » 0.

The peak photoelectric current /, , and dc current /„ for a double

detection optical receiver can be shown to be given by '

I. = ^22 VKP. , (6)

t The horizontal bar denotes an average.
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and

Z."-g(P.+P.)
f (7)

where rj is the quantum efficiency of the photodiode,f h is Planck's

constant, v is the optical frequency, Ps is the signal power, and P is

the local oscillator power.J

The available signal and noise powers are easily determined from

Fig. 2. The signal available power Spa and noise available power NPd

can be written as§

8o>
2C2# '"prf

—
Q..2n2P > W

and

N ^IfJf.JAL.
(9)iV

"" All
+

4<o
2C2# W

An important quantity that characterizes the noise performance of

the photodiode is its signal-to-noise ratio Sp,i/Npd . According to equa-

tions 2, 3, and 5 through 9, this is given byfl

(10)
*- VW n,rrnl«W< ,

JM

where

"
" so-

(11)

The signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the diode will be defined

as the best possible signal-to-noise ratio which an ideal detector could

t A quantum efficiency of greater than 70% has been obtained [11] for Schottky
barrier photodiodes.

t In practice, a fraction k ^ 1 of incident photons are absorbed in the active
region of the diode. To account for this effect, /, and I are usually multiplied by a
factor k. We assume that k = 1. /» is also usually multiplied by a reduction factor
similar to the shot-noise function, /(tor), determined by the signal frequency, optical
wavelength, and device construction. We assume that this factor is unity.

To account for any mismatch between the local oscillator beam and signal beam,
/, and I„ are also multiplied by a beam matching factor /3 where £ 1. We assume
that/3 = 1.

§ We can argue from the physics of the diode that the shot noise source and
thermal noise source shown in Fig. 2 are uncorrelated.

If We can assume that P » P. , so that P + P, « P„

.
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achieve. This can be shown to be given byf

(S/tf)..
P.

hr&f
(12)

III. IF AMPLIFIER NOISE FACTOR

The terminal characteristics of any IF amplifier used in the optical

receiver (see Figs. 3 and 4) can normally be described by

Vu 2/l2

J/21 2/22_ y2_

Vi +
L.W.-2J

(13)

I,

SOURCE-FREE
TWO PORT

I 2

v. M0 O )

> +

'2

O-

Fig. 3— Separation of twoport with internal noise sources into a source-free

twoport.

or

>," _ \
A B ~\

~ V," + nv

jA IP DjL-/.J _w,_

(14)

where no. and n^, or nv and rh characterize all physical sources of

noise present in the IF amplifier.14 we assume that the IF amplifier

has ideal broadband signal and noise performance characteristics and

that the amplifier remains stable for all linear passive input and out-

put terminations.
20-28

By definition, the spot noise factor at a specified frequency of any

linear twoport network (such as an IF amplifier) is given by the ratio

of the total output noise power per unit bandwidth exchangeable^ at

the output port to that portion of that power which is engendered by

the input termination at the standard temperature T .

14 To derive

t Ref . 25 shows that it is impossible to measure amplitude and phase of an

incoming optical signal with a better signal-to-noise ratio than given by equa-

tion 12.
. .

t Exchangeable power, exchangeable gain, etc. coincide** with available power

and available gain when the output impedance of the amplifier is positive-real.

They are the logical generalizations of the available power and available gain

when the output impedance has a negative-real part. Since the amplifier is

assumed to be absolutely stable, we may substitute the word "available" for the

word "exchangeable" wherever it appears in this paper.
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the noise factor of the IF amplifier we are considering, let us connect

the amplifier to a statistical source comprising an internal admittance

Y,, and a noise current generator In8 (see Fig. 5). It can be shown

easily that the noise factor F is given by

F = 1 +
w, + n.Y.

In.

(15)

We notice that the mean-square source noise current is related to the

source conductance Ga by the Nyquist formula

| /„.
|

2 = 4kT G. A/. (16)

Also, we can express the noise voltage fluctuation
|
n„

|

2
in terms of

an equivalent noise resistance Rn as

- 4kT„Rn A/ (17)

i
en

V,

-o

SOURCE-FREE
TWO PORT

v2
-o-

Fig. 4— The Rothe-Dahlke noise model for a linear twoport network.

and the noise current fluctuation
|
n,-

|

2 can be expressed in terms of

an equivalent noise conductance Gu where

|
n,

|

2 = ±kT Gu A/.

Let us also write

njij = 4kToPVRnGu A/,

where p is a complex number. It can be shown that

(18)

(19)

| p | £ 1. (20)

From equations 15 through 19, the formula for the noise factor be-

comes§

Fwml +
G- + 2V^A \Q. Re p - B, Im P \ + (G

2

. + B])Rn

G,

As we can see from equation 21, the noise factor F is a function of

the source conductance G„ and also of its susceptance B8 . We can

§ Ro n and Im « denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the
complex number a.
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show that F attains its optimum valuefl

Fo = 1 + 2VR& {Re P + [1 - (Im p)*f]

for a certain source admittance Y„f
= Gnf + jBof where

Gof = VE& {l __ {lm p)V

and

VRJ2urB f
-

R
Im p.

©n

• o *r\ i

SOURCE-FREE
TWO PORT

L ' ^ •

iA '

—

J C±3 *
r _ *- T •

—

(22)

(23)

(24)

Fig. 5— Network for noise factor computation.

Using equations 21 through 24 (see Ref. 14) , we can show that F can

be written in the formf

F - F +

1

2
| Y. - F 0/ (25)

where the value of R„ is as given in equation 17.

Let Y2 (p) be the admittance of the photodiode as seen by the IF

amplifier (see Fig. 1). We shall now compute the over-all signal-to-

noise ratio for the optical receiver, and its overall noise factor FR . In

defining FR , we shall use the concept of noise factor as originally in-

troduced by Friis and Franz.31 This noise factor FR is defined as

FM =
(S/N) in

(S/NU
(26)

where (8/N) ta and (S/N) out are the input and output exchangeable

signal-to-noise power ratios of the optical receiver. From equations

10, 12, and 26 we can write

H It can be shown that Re p + [1— (Im p)
2
]
1 '2 is always a nonnegatiye quantity.

fit can be shown (see Ref. 30) that equation 25 can also be written in the

form (G,—Gor) 2 + (B.—Bor )
2 = F2

P where G„r,Bor , and FP can be determined

from Equations 21-25.
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(S/AOout

hv *
x + m, i m% +i I Y2 _ Fo/ .. + * - '

ql RW {
° Re )',, '

2 " f
' ' T n

(27)

and

2fc7\, 1 /

F„ = i
1 +

We now note from equations 27 and 28 that (S/N) oxxt and FK are

functions of the frequency of the detected signal, and for Y2 = Y />

(S/N) out, and 7^ attain their optimum values (S/N) and F^o where

(S/N)„ = t^t; ^-^77 V , (29)
hvA1 2hT 1 (a YL ,T,-T )'

+
ql BW/l'"1

"
2

1

and

'
- 1 ^lfe)V^}»? _ ?/„ R

If optimum noise performance of the heterodyne receiver at a finite

number of signal frequencies is desired, it can be shown 10 that suitable

lossless interstage networks can be designed so that (S/N) in equa-

tion 29 and FK0 in Equation 30 can be realized at the respective signal

frequencies. If the band of frequencies of interest is continuous and
nonzero, it can be shown that we cannot make FB equal to FIt0 over

the whole band.15, 10 The question arises whether there are any con-

straints to be satisfied by FK , imposed by the diode or any other com-
ponents of the system, and what lossless interstage networks must be

used to make Fn as close to Fuo as possible. We shall discuss these two

topics in the rest of this paper.

IV. DERIVATION OF INTEGRAL CONSTRAINTS'}
-

AVe shall use the results obtained in the theory of broadband match-
ing of linear systems

13,13-10
to derive the expressions which relate

t The methods of derivation of most of the results in this section are very
similar to those in Ref. 13.
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the noise factor of the optical heterodyne receiver to other parameters

of the system. The integral relation shows that it is impossible to

make FR equal to FR0 over any nonzero band of frequencies. Since

the IF amplifier is assumed to have ideal broadband signal and

noise performance characteristics, it follows that F and Yof are inde-

pendent of frequency o> for ft - W ^ a ^ fi„ + W.% It also follows

that Bof
= 0.§ Without any loss of generality we shall normalize all

admittances with respect to Gof .

Let us look at Fig. 6 and define two reflection coefficients p x (p) and

— _ -

LOSSLESS
INTERSTAGE
NETWORK

1
1S2

Fig. 6— Lossless interstage network used in equalizing the noise perform-

ance of the optical receiver. Y(p) is the admittance of the photodiode as

shown in Fig. 2.

p2 (p), and an all-pass function /3(p) where

YM - Y(-p)
Pl{P)

Fi(p) + Y(p) '

Pa(p) =
ym + i

'

and p = a + juls the complex frequency variable. Y{p) is the admit-

tance of the photodiode as seen by the lossless interstage network,

and a, , a2 , , am are the poles of Y(-p) in Re p > 0. Since the

interstage network is lossless,
33

it can be shown that

(3D

(32)

(33)

I PiM I
=

I
Pa0"w)

|

Also from Equations 25, 32, and 34

= 1 +
pi(;w) P2(j")

4RnGof

F - Fc

(34)

(35)

t The study of the case in which F and Y, t may be functions of frequency

is very complicated and beyond the scope of this paper.

§ For any realizable admittance Yof , B f(u) must be an odd function of w.
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From equations 31 and 33, we can also write

w"-*w| -*)%¥ (36)

Equation 36 shows that regardless of the lossless interstage net-

work used in the receiver, every zero of y(p) = £ [l+ Y(—p)/Y{p)]
in Re p > must also be a zero of

f(p) = 0(p){l - Pl (p)}. (37)

A zero p of y(p) in Re p > of multiplicity A; is said to be a zero

of transmission of the admittance Y (p) of order k. Youla distinguishes

four kinds of such zeros. 17 Class 1 contains all those in the strict right-

half plane. Class 2 contains all those on the real-frequency axis which
are simultaneously zeros of Y(p). Class 3 contains all those on the

real-frequency axis for which <
|
Y(p ) |

< oo, and class 4 contains

all those for which
|
Y(p )

|

= co. The restrictions imposed on p-iip)

through equation 36 are formulated 13 -
15_19 most compactly in terms of

coefficients of the power series expansions of the following quantities:

s(p) = (3(p)pi(p) = E Sk(p - p f (38)

In s(p) = 2 sk(p - p.)
k

(39)
A—

0(p) = Z Bk {V - Vo)
k

(40)

In ftp) = £ Wp ~ p.)* (41)
k-0

Hv) = /3(p)[F(p) + Y(-p)] = £ Fk{p - p n)

k
(42)

k-0

;^M~7= ZUp-p.) k
(43)

it p -h OJ

m
Also, let r/(p) be a regular all-pass network such that

m - X) = £ Wp - v-

)k
- (44)

,(P)=II^i. (45)
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and

lnn(p) = Si»*(p-P.)'. (46)

*-o

/*i's are a set of points in the right half of the complex plane.

Let

* = 1 + m«G°'
(47)

and let s {p) be such that all its zeros and poles are in the left-half

plane.f It is now cleari that if

0(p)Pi(p) = s(p) = v(p)s„(p), (48)

1 = 1 = 1

I

s(ju)
|

2

I
Pi(iw)

|

2

"I s (jco)
|

z

= 1 + f£f- (49)

We may now show17 " 19 that Y^fp) is a positive-real admittance if

and only if:

(i) At every class 1 transmission zero p of order k,

S r
= B r , g r £ fe - 1; (50)

or

r °°
i 4?? f 1

6 = eTri + v - j /„ In si + p~frJM **'

£ = 1
'

lf £l1 + F^TJ- '

and

ftr-*-Jf Mnjl+^f}*-, 1 ^ r ^ fc - 1. (52)

tit will be recognized that s u (p) is a minimum-phase function.
8*

i Multiplication of p,(p) by j3(p) is necessary to make it analytic in the right-

half plane. This multiplication makes s(p) a bounded real scattering coefficient.
17

Multiplication of s„(p) by ij(p) introduces right-half plane zeroes. This is some-

times necessary10 and is done so that sip) can satisfy all the constraints imposed

by Y{p).
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(it) At every class 2 transmission zero ju„ of order k,

S r = B T , ^ r ^ k - 1, (53)

and

Sk - Bk ^ 0; (54)Fk„
or

&r = Vr ~ f fr In |l + jr^g }
<*-, £ f £ fc - 1, (55)

and§

Oi + i

If
|
co„

|

= 0, or oo , equation 5(5 may be replaced by

bk - * + f /, In (l + |^%-} rfco

-^ ^-1-— U— > 0. (57)

(m) At every class 3 transmission zero of order k,

Sr = BTi O^r^k-2, (58)

and

Sk-i — Bk -j

Fk

or

^ 0; (59)

b r = vr -
J

/, In ^1 + y^f\ du, 0£r£k - 1, (60)

and

"A-l Sk-\
^ 0, (61)

with equality if and only if the matching network is nondegenerate.

If
|
u>

|

= or oo , equation 61 may be replaced by

&*-, " 9*-, + P f. In {l + ^f) d»
Jo

5
—^^L- ^ o. (62)

§ If the interstage network is nondegenerate16
'
17

, equation 56 becomes an equality.
If

|
Y(juo)

| t^ °° , the network is said to be nondegenerate if and only if Yi(ju ) +
Y(juo) 9* 0. If

|
Y(juo)

|
= °°

i
the network is said to be nondegenerate if and only if

|
Pif>.)

|
^ oo.
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{iv) At every class 4 zero of order k,

Sr = B. , O^rgfc- 1, (63)

and

Sk — Bk

^ «-, ;
(64)

where a_ , is the residue of Y(p) at p„ = jo,
;

or

b, = Vr ~ [ U In {l + y^f] do,, O^r^k- I, (65)

^ a-,
, (66)

and

6* — s«-

with equality if and only if the matching network is nondegenerate. If

|
co

|

= or oo , equation 66 may be replaced by

29k - 1 ^ a-: • (67)

bk - nk + [ h In |l+ J^r} da,

If equations 50 through 67 are satisfied, Yi(p) is a positive-real

admittance. If Yi(p) is positive-real, the Darlington method can be

used to obtain the lossless twoport interstage network needed in the

receiver.

Let us now use the theory of broadband noise performance that

we have presented to derive the constraints imposed by the photodiode

on the noise performance of the optical receiver. The normalized

admittance Y(p) of the photodiode shown in Fig. 2 can be written asf

Y<3>)= Rl „? • (68)

From equation 36 we can show that the only transmission zero of

Y (p) lies at p = 0, and is of order 1. Also from equation 33,

*) -^ (69)

= _ 1 + i2_2£! + .... (70)

t The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 for the photodiode is valid for frequencies
iij»0. Also, without any loss of generality, we normalize all admittances with respect
to Got

.
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From equation 42 we can write

w-jbs+fe- (71)

-±-m-*£+...i (72)
u„z L wr co c J

Since the transmission zero is of class 2, we can write from equations

53 and 54 that

and

where

and

S. = -1, (73)

S, ^ 2/co,
,

(74)

«(p) = ±v(j>)s (p), (48)

-
I I- J^% • (47)

s (p)so(-p) F - F

Also from equations 55 through 57 it follows that

Ifll^ + I^Usl-E^li + i;},
(75)

where /a/s are a set of points in the right-half plane. Since Re (l/m)
> for all I, we put tj (p) = 1. We, therefore, have

i r i . J, ,

4i?n(?0/ \ , ^ 2
-/ -a In SI + F w )dta g— (76)

Also, from equations 25, 28, and 30, we can write equation 76 as

iri h ri + ^«f--fa&£-l*. s i.
(77)* jo ^ L 7?g/ « ** — FfloJ w c

We must notice that R n and (?„/ are completely determined by the

IF amplifier used in the system, and if we assume that the signal

power Ps remains constant at all frequencies of interest, equation 77

shows that FH cannot be made equal to FRo over any nonzero band

of frequencies in spite of the fact that any arbitrary linear lossless

interstage network may be used in the receiver. This is one of the

important results of this paper. We must notice that the equivalent
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circuit shown in Fig. 2 has been assumed in deriving equation 77.

This equivalent circuit very well describes the behavior of the diode

provided that the lowest frequency of the signal occurring in the

system is very far from zero. 12 Also we must observe from equation

77 that FR can be made equal to FR0 at a finite number of discrete

frequencies.16

V. RATIONAL FUNCTION APPROXIMATIONS

We have shown that FR cannot be equal to FR0 over any nonzero

interval fi„ — W ^ w ^ Q. -\- W of the frequency spectrum, f We shall,

therefore, make some rational function approximations to a flat noise

performance characteristic of the optical receiver. If these rational

function approximations satisfy all the constraints of Section IV, a

finite linear lumped lossless network can be found which realizes this

kind of noise factor for the optical receiver.
34 A complete treatment

of this problem is beyond the scope of this paper; but let us consider

certain kinds of approximations widely used in network theory.

5.1 Butterworth Approximations

The problem at hand is to approximate FR as close to FR0 as possible

over the range fi — W ^ to ^ S2„ + W. A set of polynomials which can

be used for this purpose are Butterworth polynomials.
34,38

Let

F, -
J
+ (ft. - i){l + tfefl) , (78)

where n is the order of complexity of the interstage network to be used

in obtaining broadband performance from the optical receiver, and n is

also the order of the Butterworth polynomial. It may be verified that

FR approximates FR0 in a maximally flat manner. The behavior of FR

as a function of o> is shown in Fig. 7. Since it can be shown that FB in

equation 78 can be made to satisfy equations 73 through 77 by properly

choosing e
2

for all values of n, the approximation of equation 78 is

realizable.

From equation 47,

8.(p)s (-p) = mnGofMa
'

(79)

C
\ 2a>W

t Since the noise factor is a real and even function of w, we shall only consider the

behavior of FR for w ^ 0.
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Fig. 7— Butterworth approximations of order n = 1,2. It is assumed that

/« = 31.83 GHz, v = 0.70, Tt - 290°K, /„ = 500 fia, F B = 2.0833, and i = 1.

where

*• - r:

It can be shown36 that

8 (P) = ± (p
2 + *;)"

(p
2 + «'.)" + a„-i(2p!F)(p

J + «0""* +

(80)

+ a (2pW)
n '

(81)
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where

a„_, =
(
4RHGafM \

/2n

IT
sin —

2n

(82)

We can now expand equation 81 into a Taylor series* about p = 0.

We have

2W
SeiP) = — 1 + a„-i —2"P (83)

Now

*» Kr5
-(-ofi-P±fr + i}S+-}

From equations 48, 74, 83, and 84, we have

«n-l
217

fr; m* Ui m*J "c

(84)

(85)

Since {(l//n) + (1/m1)} ^ for all I, let us put ij(p) = 1. We can then

write from equations 82 and 85 that§

> 4RnGofM

Zlf 8m 2^

(86)

A typical value of /„ = b>e/2ir for a photodiode is about 31.83 GHz.^[

For this value of /«,/."= fi<,/2x = 300 MHz, and 2W/Q, = 100 percent,

we have plotted in Fig. 8 m̂iJ4RnG fM as a function of n. It may be

seen from the plot that e^in is a monotonically increasing function of n.

This behavior of e^ in can be explained by the fact that Butterworth

polynomials approximate the ideal broadband noise performance char-

acteristic of the optical receiver in a maximally flat fashion
38

.

Since no useful purpose is served by using higher values of n, we

t We choose negative sign for s (p) to satisfy equation 73. This does not

entail any loss in generality.17

§ Equation 86 can also be obtained by using equation 77.

If Typical values of R and C for a photodiode are C = 1/i/ii, and R = 5 ohms.8"
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100

Fig. 8— A typical plot when Butterworth polynomials are used to approximate
the ideal noise performance characteristic. Even though n is a discrete variable
the plot is given for all n > 1.

shall only consider the case n = 1.* For n = 1,

±RnGofM
Cmin =

and

s(p) = sn(p) = — V
2 +*\

p
2 + 2p^ + co

2

Now from equations 31, 48, and 88, it can be shown that

2

1 CO,

Y1(p) =
RGof . oil

V H
0i e

(87)

(88)

(89)

Fig. 9 shows the circuit to realize F,(p). Remember that co
z

is the geo-

metric mean of the band of frequencies of interest, and

L =
C(Q - W)(Q + W) '

t = Vg^r.

This circuit agrees very well with our physical intuition.

(90)

(91)

* Since we are interested in minimum value of e2 we have used the equality

sign in equation 77
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5.2 Chebyshev Approximations

Of the various means of approximating a given function, the Cheby-

shev method is one of the most interesting and important. It can be

shown that given a set of n parameters, a function /(to
2

) approximates

g(co
2
) in the Chebyshev sense if the parameters are determined in such

a way that the largest value of
|
g(u>

2
) — /(to

2

) |
in a given interval is

minimum.* Since for a given complexity of the structure the maximum

amount of tolerance for a Chebyshev approximation is the same through

the band, this type of approximation seems to be the most desirable

in the broadband noise performance of optical receivers.

L =

+5

R

-wv
c<n + w)(n -w>

nwp
t:l

o—l.

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 9— Lossless interstage network for a Butterworth approximation of order

n = 1. The ideal transformer ratio t is given by t = VRGof

Let us try to approximate FR by

F» - - + (f» ~ ~
1 + t

2T2

J
u w

2wW (92)

where T„ (x) is an ntb degree Chebyshev polynominal given by34, 35
-
37

Tn(x) = cos (wcos"
1

^). (93)

The behavior of FR as a function of co for n = 1, 2 is shown in Fig. 10.

The equiripple behavior of FR is evident from equation 93. We can also

show that the approximation of the type given in equation 92 can be

made to satisfy equations 73 through 77. It can also be shown that

(
, (p

2 + a>:r + bn-2(2pwy(p
2 + coir' + • •

•

SoW -
(p> + 55= + an^(2pW)(p

2 + co
2)- 1 + • • •

(94)

where

sinh -smh
n e

sin 7r/2n
(95)

1 The Chebyshev approximating function has the equiripple property.34 -
35

-

3T
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If we expand s (p) about p = 0, we can show that

2W
So(p) = — 1 + pa„-i —r + • • • •

449

(96)

We again put rj(p) = 1 to obtain minimum e
2

. From equations 74

and 96

*miii
= 4R„GofM

siiih
5

n si-^'i'SAt' 6 " 1 • :™k}]

(97)

10"

e

6

4

2

/
/
/

V
- i/t; for n = 2

a

6

\

\ /FR - 1/»J for r1 = 1

2

\

^^^RO~ 1/1J

B

6 //

1 /
1 /
1 /
A

200 300 400 500 600

FREQUENCY f = Ctf/2iriN MHZ
700 800

Fig. 10— Noise factor Fr as a function of w for Chebyshev approximations of
order n = 1,2. It is assumed that /„ = 31.83 GHz, v = 0.70, T, = 290°K, L =
500 pa, Fo = 2.0833, and e

2 = 1.
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In practical cases, assuming that u /ue <3C 1/ vl5, (w /wc) (u /W) sin

r/2n « 1, for co /W ^ -\/l5.t We can then write

Cm in
= URnGofM

u lX(o3 \
2
(sm.T/2n

(98)

\ioc/ \WJ V 7r/2n

A normalized plot of e
2
min for f = Sl /2* = 300 MHz, fe = 31.83 GHz,

and 2W/Sl = 100 percent is given in Fig. 11. We notice that

r 2 i 2

Tc
2

- 1 ~ 4
~ z '

'

Leminjn=oo ^*

and
r 2 -i 2
LCminJn=2 7T_

LiiJ— 8
1.25.

(99)

(100)

5J

52

51

50

49

Fig. 11—A typical plot when Chebyshev polynomials are used to approximate
the ideal noise performance characteristic. Even though n is a discrete variable

the plot is given for all n > 1.

§ It can be shown from equation 1 that u /W g VJ5 for 2W/tt =£ ?.
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From equations 99 and 100 and Fig. 11, we conclude that e
2

mia is a

monotonically decreasing function of n, but that no great improvement

in the value of e
2

min is obtained by using very high values of n. Since the

complexity of the network increases with n, we shall only consider the

cases n = 1, 2. For n = 2, e^, in attains 1.25 times the minimum possible

value. For n = 1 the Butterworth and Chebyshev approximations are

the same. For n = 2, from equation 98

e?nin = 2RnGofM„
»«

and from equations 94, 95, and 101 . we can write

(p
2 + co

2
.)

2 + h{2PWf
s«(p) = -

(p
2 + co

2

)

2 + (^)(^)(2pTF)(p
2 + co

2

) + ±{2PWf

(101)

(102)

Equations 31, 48, and 102 show that

1YM = co„

RGltUc
P + C0o

p
3 + p

2 - + p(co
2 + 21F

2

) + *
CO- co„

(103)

The lossless interstage network realizing 7i (p) in equation 103 is

shown in Fig. 12.

Similar methods can be used to determine the lossless interstage

networks when n > 2. We have shown however that no great im-

provement can be obtained by using very high values of n.

5.3 Approximations with Greater than Optimum, Noise Factor

In the preceding parts of this section we used Butterworth and

Chebyshev polynomials to approximate the ideal broadband noise

performance characteristic of the IF amplifier in such a way that the

CCJq (Do

£
1 ,-, wo, TO IF

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 12— Lossless interstage network for a Chebyshev approximation of order

n = 2. The ideal transformer ratio t is given by t = \/JiQol
.
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minimum passband noise factor is FR0 . These polynomials also can

be used17, 18 in a manner in which the minimum passband noise fac-

tor is KFjio where

K ^ 1.

Such approximations are given by

FK = - + K[FRO - -
V -

1 +
2<*WT]

and

FR = - + K[FR0 - ~

where Tn (x) is an nth degree Chebyshev polynomial.

We can seen from equations 105 and 106 that

(104)

(105)

(106)

[FaUn = KFR0 - L (K - 1) ^ FR0 .

V
(107)

If equations 73 through 77 are to be satisfied, it can be shown from

equation 105 that

['-i+
4RnGatM

K
"ll/2n

1

1

K w)*k (108)

Also, if FR in equation 106 is to be realizable, it can be shown that the

following constraint must be satisfied

:

sinh
l v

l - ^ + 4:RnG ,M /K
- sinh

x

— sinh

1 -^
1 . . ., V Kj
-sinh
n e

. /C0 o UOJ o \ . 7T

= UlwJ sm
2V (109)

In general, for arbitrary n, equations 108 and 109 can only be solved

numerically. The numerical solution of these two equations requires

that the value of R„GofM , u /w e , and u /W be known. For any specific

IF amplifier, the values of K and e
2
can be determined from equations

108 and 109 and the interstage network can then be synthesized. Since

we do not propose to go into the characteristics of the IF amplifier,

we shall not consider these two equations any more in this paper.

Minimum average noise factor approximation, least-squares approxi-
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mation,
23

and the like also can be used in the theory of broadband
noise performance of the optical receiver. If these approximations satisfy

the restrictions which are imposed by the photodiode, and which are

given in equations 73 through 77, the methods given in Section IV can

be used to obtain a positive-real Y^p). This Yx {p) enables us to deter-

mine the lossless interstage network required in the broadband noise

performance of the optical receiver.

VI. GAIN AND NOISE FACTOR

It has been shown for an optical heterodyne receiver13 that the

available output power Pm must satisfy the constraint given by

i r \

IT ./„ OJ"

In 1 +
hvY 8R fG 0ll (co/gv)

2

t\q! RPJ>, Jl^

Poc

1

wheref

Rr = Re 7/22

<?.. = 2/122/2

2 Re y22

2/21
I

= 2 Re (yu ) Re (y22) — Re (2/122/21)

I 2/122/21
I .

vq

P, ma* = o.ffR

fc -»JW PA

du> ^ — (110)

(111)

(112)

(113)

(114)

(115)

Gamax - (116)
2/12 x + Vx2 - 1

Equation 110 is identical in form to equation 77, and it can be

shown from Ref. 13 that obtaining the broadband signal and noise

performance characteristics of the optical receiver are analogous

problems. It can also be shown from Ref. 13 that if Butterworth and
Chebyshev approximations of the form given by

P„« = P.
K'

1 +
2\2n '

(X) — C0

2wW

< K' < 1 (117)

t For an IF amplifier which is absolutely stable, it can be shown50"28
that X > 1.
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and

Poa - Pomnx ^ « ,
< K" £ 1 (118)

1 + € TA"2^~J

are used for the available output power of the optical receiverf reali-

zability by lossless interstage networks requires that

[1 - K' + *K>RfG ,GamaxV
/2n - [1 " K>Y

/2n
^ (^)(^)

sin ^
(119)

and

sinh [I sinh
- (1 - K" + 4g'«,g.O.-)'

]

_ siDh [i sinh-.iL^],^) Bin|.. (120)

We now notice that equation 119 is similar in form to equation 108

and 120 is similar to 109. However, it can be shown that the element

values of the lossless interstage network obtained by solving either

equation 119 or 120 will not be identical to those obtained by solving

either 108 or 109. This shows that the problem of broadband noise

performance, in general, requires a network different from that re-

quired for obtaining the broadband signal performance of the optical

receiver. But for K = K! = K" = 1, and for Go0 = Gof , it can be

shownj from equations 108, 109, 119, and 120 that the network which

achieves broadband signal performance for the optical receiver also

achieves broadband noise performance.

For a single stage common emitter transistor IF amplifier (see

Fig. 13), we can show that the source conductance G0} for minimum
noise factor is approximately equal to the source conductance Gog for

maximum available gain.§ We can then say that a common emitter

transistor IF amplifier can be used with advantage in obtaining si-

multaneously broadband signal and noise performance from the opti-

cal receiver.

t We can compare equation 117 to equation 105 and equation 118 to equation
106.

X We have assumed Boa = Baf = for the IF amplifier.

§ In fact it can be shown (see Ref. 39) that for reasonable transistor parameters
and frequencies below ( 1 — «<>)/„ , G f is always within a factor of V2 of the common
emitter Gog . «„ is the low frequency alpha of the transistor and/a is the alpha cutoff

frequency.
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Fig. 13— Simplified signal and noise equivalent circuit for the transistor.

VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A theory of obtaining broadband noise performance from an optical

heterodyne receiver is presented in this paper. It is shown that the

following constraint must be satisfied by any lossless interstage net-

work used for obtaining broadband noise performance from the op-

tical receiver

:

if A
IT J O)

Ml +
SkT„ RnGol (W/We) 2

,
du ^ —

•

(77)
vqlo R

This equation 77 shows that it is impossible to make FR equal to FR0
for any nonzero band of frequencies and for any realizable lossless

interstage networks.

We then consider certain types of rational function approxima-

tions to an ideal noise performance characteristic of the optical re-

ceiver. We show that Butterworth approximations to an ideal char-

acteristic are realizable, but that the broadband noise performance of

the receiver deteriorates with increasing values of n, the order of com-

plexity of the interstage network. By approximating the ideal char-

acteristic by Chebyshev polynomials, it can be shown that the per-

formance improves with n, but no great improvement can be obtained

by using very high values of n. We have shown that the performance

for n = 2 is slightly worse than for n = oo . Realizations of networks

for n = 1,2 are given.
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We also consider the problem of obtaining simultaneously both

signal and noise broadband performance from the optical heterodyne

receiver and show that, in general, these two problems require two

separate lossless interstage networks. We then show that for a com-

mon emitter transistor IF amplifier, and for certain types of Butter-

worth and Chebyshev approximations, these two networks turn out

to be identical.

We give design methods and equations for any kind of rational

function approximations to an ideal broadband noise performance

characteristic of the optical receiver, and explicitly state the con-

straints to be satisfied by these approximations.

As is evident from Section IV, the theory of broadband noise per-

formance presented in this paper for an optical heterodyne receiver

can be applied to any other linear twoport network driven by a

source whose internal admittance is a function of frequency.
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